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We live in times where people have extreme views. On the one hand, there are scholars who

describe Shiva's linga literally as a phallus, and see all metaphoric meaning as embarrassed

apology of the uneducated. On the other hand, we have puritanical Hindus who want to strip

the Shiva linga of all sexual meaning and sanitize Shiva's lore. In both cases, a symbol is being

reduced to a sign. In Shiva to Shankara, Devdutt Pattanaik, India's leading mythologist, seeks

to bridge the gap. As he explores the layers of meanings embedded in Shiva's linga, we

discover why and how the Goddess transforms Shiva, the hermit, into Shankara, the

householder.

About the AuthorDevdutt Pattanaik writes, illustrates and lectures on the relevance of

mythology in modern times. He has, since 1996, written over thirty books and 700 columns on

how stories, symbols and rituals construct the subjective truth (myths) of ancient and modern

cultures around the world. His books include 7 Secrets of Hindu Calendar Art (Westland),

Myth=Mithya: A Handbook of Hindu Mythology (Penguin), Jaya: An Illustrated Retelling of the

Mahabharata (Penguin), Sita: An Illustrated Retelling of the Ramayana (Penguin), Olympus: An

Indian Retelling of the Greek Myths (Penguin), Business Sutra: A Very Indian Approach to

Management (Aleph), My Gita (Rupa) and Devlok with Devdutt Pattanaik (Penguin). To know

more, visit devdutt.com. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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AuthorCopyrightNote from the authorHinduism is not a static religion. It has evolved with

history.In its earlier form, it was known as the Vedic religion, a religion of a pastoral people,

commonly identified as the Aryans. Their primary religious activity involved invoking a primal

abstract force known as Brahman through a ritual known as yagna to satisfy various material

aspirations. Hymns were chanted and offerings made into a fire altar in the quest for fertility

and power. That the ritual involved no permanent shrine suggests its followers were a nomadic

people.Hinduism today is very rooted to the land. It revolves around a shrine, often a vast

temple complex. This shift is ascribed to the mingling of the Aryans, over 4,000 years ago, with

agriculturists, city dwellers and forest tribes, a process which continued over a thousand years.

Tantalizing glimpses of the assimilation process emerge from chronicles and epics written only

in the last millennium.The most spectacular shift in the nature of Hinduism has been the move

from almost agnostic ritualism to unabashed theism: from belief in a host of gods and spirits to

belief in an all-powerful God.But like all things Indian, this belief was not so simple. Hindus

visualized the all-powerful God in various ways. For some, God was the world-affirming Vishnu.

For others, God was the world-rejecting Shiva. And then there were those for whom God was

feminine, the Goddess. God coexisted with Goddess and the gods and the spirits. Nothing was

rejected. This was the Hindu way. The Indian way.The first evidence of Shiva comes from the

pre-Vedic era, from a seal from the Indus Valley civilization. It shows a naked man with an erect

penis, sitting in the yogic ‘throne’ position or Bhadrasana, wearing horned headgear,

surrounded by animals. Since the script has not been deciphered one can only speculate what

this image represents. But most scholars believe it is an early form of Shiva because it

captures at least three attributes of Shiva: Shiva as Pashupati, lord of animals; as Yogeshwara,

lord of yoga; and as Lingeshwara, lord of the phallus.In early Vedic scriptures, conservatively

dated 1500 BC, Shiva is known as Rudra. He is a god who is feared. He howls and shoots

arrows that spread disease. He is appeased and requested to stay away. In the Shatarudriya

hymn of the Yajur Veda there is a sense that he is considered highly potent and highly

dangerous. In the Brahmanas one is told: ‘His name shall not be spoken.’ He remains an

outsider god—a god to whom the leftovers of the yagna have to be offered. This and the

existence of pre-Vedic representations of Shiva have led to speculation that Shiva is perhaps

not a Vedic god. Perhaps he was a tribal god or perhaps a god of settled agricultural

communities, the Dravidians, who were overrun by Aryans. The reluctant, and perhaps violent,

entry of Shiva into the Vedic pantheon is believed to have given rise to the tale of the

desecration of Daksha’s yagna by Shiva. It represents the uneasy relationship between

exoteric Vedic rituals on one hand and esoteric Dravidian practices such as yoga, asceticism

and alchemy on the other.In the fifth century BC, Buddhism and Jainism posed a great threat

to Vedic ritualism. Members of the merchant classes patronized these monastic ideologies.

Threatening even the Buddhists and the Jains was the idea of an all-powerful personal

Godhead that was slowly taking shape in the popular imagination. The common man always

found more comfort in tangible stories and rituals that made trees, rivers, mountains, heroes,

sages, alchemists and ascetics worthy of worship. The move from many guardian deities and

fertility spirits to one all-powerful uniting deity was but a small step.Being atheistic, or at least

agnostic, Buddhism and Jainism could do nothing more than tolerate this fascination for theism

on their fringes. In a desperate bid to survive, Vedic priests, the Brahmins, did something more:



they consciously assimilated the trend into the Vedic fold. In their speculation they concluded

and advertised the idea that Godhead was nothing but the embodiment of Brahman, the mystic

force invoked by the chanting of Vedic hymns and the performance of Vedic rituals. Adoration

of this Godhead through pooja, a rite that involved offering food, water, flowers, lamp and

incense, was no different from the yagna. Vedanta metaphysics was allegorized so that

paramatma was not just an abstract concept; it was personified in Godhead. In the

Shvetavastra Upanishad, Shiva is without doubt Brahman, the cosmic consciousness. With this

association, Vedism transformed into what is now known as classical Hinduism. It was a

transformation that ensured that Vedic ideology survived the Buddhist and Jain onslaught.The

Vedic gods, such as Indra and Agni, were sidelined. All attention was given to Shiva and

Vishnu, forms of Godhead, whose story was told and retold and finally compiled in Sanskrit

chronicles known as the Puranas.The middle ages saw great rivalry between Shiva-

worshippers and Vishnu-worshippers. In the Shiva Purana and Linga Purana, Shiva is often

shown as the real force behind the power of Vishnu. The theme is reversed in the Vishnu

Purana and the Matysa Purana. So great was the rivalry that Vishnu-worshippers wore vertical

caste marks while Shiva-worshippers wore horizontal caste marks; Vishnu-worshippers painted

their house with vertical strokes while Shiva-worshippers painted their houses with horizontal

strokes; Vishnu-worshippers kept the Tulsi in their house while Shiva-worshippers kept the

Bilva plant. People who worshipped Vishnu refused to marry or dine with those who

worshipped Shiva.There were, of course, many attempts at reconciliation such as the cult of

Hari-Hara, the simultaneous worship of Vishnu and Shiva, that become popular around the

fifteenth century. Even the sixteenth-century classic, Tulsi Ramayana, makes an overt attempt

to show that Shiva and Vishnu are one and the same Godhead that cares for humanity.Today,

the rivalry between Shiva-worshippers and Vishnu-worshippers is not very evident except

perhaps in the temple complexes of Tamil Nadu and in the traditions of the Iyers and the

Iyengars. Though both Shiva and Vishnu are considered forms of Godhead, no Hindu will ever

interchange Shiva for Vishnu.Stories, symbols and rituals, especially the ones deemed sacred,

construct for a people a way of making sense of the world. The concept of Shiva constructed

by sacred stories, symbols and rituals is quite different from the idea of Vishnu. Shiva is always

a reluctant groom whom the Goddess has to force into marriage. His children are not produced

‘normally’. Vishnu, on the other hand, is surrounded by women. As Rama, he protects them. As

Krishna, he flirts with them. While Shiva is associated with snow-capped mountains and caves

and crematoriums, Vishnu is associated with meadows and rivers and battlefields. Whereas

Shiva surrounds himself with dogs, bulls, ashes, skulls, animal skins and narcotics, Vishnu is

found amid cows, horses, silks, flowers, pearls, gold and sandal paste. Shiva does not want to

be part of society; Vishnu, on the other hand, establishes the code of conduct for society. In

temples, Vishnu is visualized as a king. His anthropomorphic image is bedecked with gold and

devotees can see him only from afar. Shiva, on the other hand, is enshrined in open temples.

Devotees are free to walk in and pour water on the oval stone or cylinder that represents him.

Vishnu is offered butter and sweets, Shiva is given only raw milk. Clearly, Shiva is associated

with ascetic ideals while Vishnu is associated with worldly thoughts.Disdain for the material

world is a dominant theme in philosophical schools that consider Shiva as their patron deity.

This disdain manifests in two ways: asceticism and alchemy. The former seeks to outgrow all

things material and reunite with Shiva. The latter seeks to control the material world and make

it do its bidding. Kashmir Shaivism of Nepal, Shiva Siddhanta of Tamil Nadu, and the Lingayat

and Vira Shaiva movements of Karnataka tilt towards ascetic ideologies while tantric sects

such as the Pashupatas, Kapalikas and Kanphatas tilt towards alchemical principles. In the



former, sexual activity is shunned; in the latter sexual activity is merely an occult ritual. Neither

gives much thought to the pleasurable and procreative aspects of sex.And yet, Shiva is

represented by a very sexual symbol: the male reproductive organ placed within the female

reproductive organ. Why? The quest for the answer has made me write the book.Of course,

the easy route is to accept the most common and simplistic explanation: it is a fertility symbol.

But to make sense of a mythological image one has to align the language heard (stories) with

the language performed (rituals) and the language seen (symbol). All dissonances have to be

removed so that the real meaning can be deciphered.Any attempt to seek ‘true’ meaning

behind the sexual imagery may be seen as an exercise in prudishness. Hindus have long been

embarrassed by Shiva’s phallic representation. For centuries it has been used to make people

defensive and apologetic. Society has always been uncomfortable with sex, terrified by its

primal nature. This book can be seen as yet another effort to shy away from the obvious.

Maybe it is. Or maybe it is a chance to discover a deeper meaning in a manner not explored

before.Devdutt Pattanaik4500-year-old Harappan seal with image of Shiva-like

deityIntroductionPhallic, but not fertileHindus describe Shiva as Mahadeva, the great god who

is none other than God. While most Hindu gods are worshipped in iconic forms, he is

worshipped in a non-iconic form, the linga.A linga is either a natural rock projection pointing

skywards, a smooth oval stone collected from a riverbed, or a well-carved cylindrical shaft,

placed in a leaf-shaped basin. When a devotee enters the shrine and faces the linga, he finds

the snout of the basin always pointing to the left of the linga draining water that drips

continuously on the shaft from a perforated pot hanging from the ceiling.What does this linga

mean?Here is one story: The primal artisan, Vishwakarma, stood before a cylindrical shaft,

intent on carving the perfect form of God. But he realized the magnificence of divinity could not

be contained in an icon, so he placed the shaft in a basin and declared this non-iconic

representation as the ‘linga’—which literally means ‘attribute’—of that which has no

attribute.Here is another story: Shiva needs Shakti, the Goddess, to enliven his divinity. He lies

dormant as a corpse until she sits on him, arouses him and forces him to copulate. The

copulation is so intense that Shiva does not pause even when sages pay him a visit. Unable to

realize the significance of this continual—and rather immodest—union, the sages decided to

meditate on Shiva, visualizing him in his phallic form, the linga.Thus we have two stories: one

Vedantic and one tantric, one that makes Shiva linga the form of the formless, the other which

makes Shiva linga the phallus—womb of Shiva—Shakti. What is the truth?Millions of devotees

who pour water on the linga with great affection and veneration fail to associate the linga with

anything erotic. Yet, most scholars, and scriptures, whether Vedic or tantric, identify the linga as

a representation of Shiva’s manhood. The basin, they say, represents the yoni or womb of the

Goddess.Hindu women seeking a husband or children are advised to worship Shiva in this

form. So it is easy to equate Shiva with the Egyptian Min or the Roman Priapus whose erect

penis was venerated. Such a comparison, though convenient, is inconsistent with ideas

expressed in the imagery, narratives and philosophy of Shiva. For Shiva is not a fertility god. In

fact, he is associated with the very opposite idea—asceticism, withdrawal from the mundane

world of birth and death.If Shiva were simply a fertility god, would his abode not be a sylvan

retreat rather than a snow-clad mountain? Would he not be associated with romance and

delight rather than meditation and austerity? Would he not be called ‘creator’ rather than

‘destroyer’? Would he not be represented by life-sustaining water rather than life-claiming fire?

Clearly, there is more to Shiva than meets the eye.It is easy to get confused by simply looking

at the images superficially without an understanding of underlying metaphysics or philosophy.

Let’s first look at typical fertility images from ancient Greece and Egypt.These fertility images



reveal unbridled sexuality, masculine aggression, feminine capacity, and nature’s urge to

reproduce. In Greece, nature was wild in its sexuality, and needed to be tamed by culture. In

Egypt, sexual union of earth and sky created the world. In fertility images, the point is for the

deity to pour semen downwards, into the soil or the womb, to give birth to children. But in the

tantric images, the erect phallus indicates the very opposite! Let us take a look at these

images.This is Shiva Ekapada from a tantric shrine of the sixty-four yoginis found in Hirapur,

Odisha, which clearly depicts an erect phallus. The deity has only one foot, indicating rejecting

of the other half of the world, the feminine, the material. It has nothing to do with reproduction.

It is a metaphor for urdhva retas, that resists the charms of the world, and of women, and

instead through various exercises starts moving up the spine to reveal the mysteries of the

universe and grant the yogi the magical powers called siddhi. Apsaras enchant the tapasvi to

give up his quest for siddhi. But they fail before Shiva. So the Goddess in the form of sixty-four

yoginis dance and sing around him and appeal to him not to withdraw from the world, but to

participate in it. This is symbolically represented as the Shiva linga placed in a yoni trough,

whose spout points in the northern direction.Thus the phallus has layers of meaning: a journey

away from casual fertility to urdhva retas to finally the response of God to Goddess, and the

transformation of Shiva to Shankara.Eroticism flavours Shiva’s narratives, symbols and rituals.

This grabs the attention, rouses the senses, primes the mind, and, after the initial titillation—

and outrage—has passed, allows for the effortless understanding of complex and perplexing

metaphysical ideas encoded within this rich mythical vocabulary. What blossoms eventually is

an enchanting understanding of life, free from the angst of existence, filled only with peace—

with the world, with oneself and with divinity.This book seeks to decode the mystery of Shiva’s

linga by exploring narratives, symbols and rituals associated with him, firm in the belief

that:Within infinite myths lies an eternal truthBut who sees it all?Varuna has but a thousand

eyesIndra has a hundredYou and I, only twoIIsolation of ShivaThe hermit withdraws from the

world inthe quest for serenity and stillnessThere is a force in the cosmos—one that has neither

name nor form yet nourishes all that has a name or a form. It is neither contained by space nor

bound by time. Yet, it makes space three-dimensional and time sequential. Ancient Indian

seers, known as rishis, called this power Brahman. They accessed this power through the

Veda, a body of self-created, self-communicating, mystical hymns.Four thousand years ago,

priests known as Brahmins incorporated these hymns in a ceremony known as the yagna.

Offerings were made into fire so that the smoke carried the power of Brahman to a race of

celestial beings known as devas, who dwelt in the skies. Energized by this ritual, the devas

drew out life-giving sap or rasa in the form of water, minerals and plants from beneath the

surface of the earth.For the Brahmins, devas were ‘gods’ because their action nourished and

sustained living organisms or jiva. Their pantheon was populated by the sun god Surya, the

moon god Chandra, the wind god Vayu, the fire god Agni and the king of devas, the

thunderbolt-hurling rain god Indra. There were hymns and offerings for each one of them

during the yagna. But there were none for asuras, subterranean beings who were deemed

‘demons’ because they withheld rasa under the earth’s surface in the form of inorganic

elements, the ajiva.Then there was Shiva, sitting in absolute isolation on top of a snow-capped

mountain at the centre of the universe, unmindful of the cycle of rasa around him. His eyes

were shut, his body still, his hair matted, his limbs smeared with ash. Shiva defied

categorization. Unmoved by the blooming and withering of life, the drawing and withdrawing of

rasa, he seemed neither god nor demon. He appeared passive, inert, cold and lifeless, like the

icy mountain he sat on. Who could love or hate a being such as Shiva who seemed to live a

purposeless existence, who possessed no standards, and hence valued nothing?
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